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ABSTRACT 
Profiles, tabulations, and charts are presented of principal 
gravity facts, free - air gravity anomalies, and simple Bouguer gravity 
anomalies obtained in the western North Atlantic Ocean during 
R/V CHAIN Cruise 73. 
This report presents the results of gravity measurements 
obtained aboard the Research Vessel CHAIN of the Woods Hole Oceano -
graphic Institution during cruise 7 3, 6 to 26 September 1967 . Information 
on bathymetry and other studies conducted during CHAIN cruise 7 3 may 
be found in W.H.O.I. Reference No. 68-50 (Knott, et al., 1968). 
Gravity measurements were made simultaneously with the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) vibrating string gravity 
meter and with LaCoste and Romberg sea gravity meter number S-13. 
The data presented is a selective composite of information from both 
meters . The base reference station used for the measurements is at 
theW. H. 0. I. dock in Woods Hole , Massachusetts. Its gravity value 
was taken to be 980327. 0 mgal, however , recent ties of this station to 
national gravity network stations (Anonymous , 1965) in the Boston, 
Massachusetts area indicate that this reading is high by about 1. 4 mgal. 
Thermal and electrical difficulties with the MIT meter made port - to -
port drift prediction uncertain (Bowin, Wing and Aldrich, in press). 
Drift rate for this meter was determined on the basis of its continuous 
averaged differences with the LaCoste and Romberg meter. This method 
showed the MIT meter drifting with respect to the LaCoste and Romberg 
meter by+ 1. 611 mgal per day for the cruise period. Drift of the LaCoste 
and Romberg gravity meter during CHAIN 73 was - 0.026 mgal/day from 
in - port measurements at beginning and end of cruise. This last drift 
value is anomalous in sign and magnitude with respect to the meter's 
over-all drift rate , and was not applied. The accuracy of the sea measure -
ments is estimated to be about ±10 mgal (Bowin, Wing, and Aldrich, in 




national Gravity Formula. Water depths are in meters corrected 
according to the tables of Matthews ( 1939). Bouguer anomaly values 
were calculated using an infinite slab correction and an assumed crustal 
density of 2. 67 gm/cm 3 . A density of 1. 03 gm/cm3 was assumed for 
sea water. 
The data presented in this report consists of profiles, listings, 
and charts. Comments on each follow. 
PROFILES- Profile graphs of free -air and Bouguer gravity 
anomalies and bathymetry along the ship's track are reproduced. The 
profiles permit a ready examination of the magnitude and character of 
the gravity anomalies in relation to the topography of the seafloor. The 
horizontal scale is 60. 0 nautical miles to the inch (11 L 2 km to the inch). 
Tick mark divisions along the bottom of the plots are one inch apart. The 
small circles along the profiles indicate the data points, and the date and 
time is annotated beneath the plot for every twentieth data point. 
LISTINGS- Principal facts, and free-ai.r and Bouguer gravity 
anomalies are tabulated for all the gravity measurements. These 
listings provide the basic data for df tailed use . A zero water depth 
indicates that no depth information is available, and values of 999 . 0 for 
the gravity anomalies indicates that no data is available. Date and time 
is in local ship's time which was 4 hours earlier than GMT. Time and 
date are indicated without leading zeros . 
CHARTS - Three Mercator charts are included: 1) time and date , 
2) free -air anomaly v alue s , and 3) Bouguer anop1aly- values . The charts 
provide location information in a form helpful for examining the distri -
bution of the gravity anomalies. Annotation besides the ship's track is 
centered opposite the corresponding data point , and for some data points 
it is suppress e d because thos e points are located too close to preceding 
points fo r clear readability . The day , month, and year (in that order) 
are identifi ed on the chart fo r the first data point of e ach new day. The 
time - annotated chart provides e asy cross r e f e r e n c e of the chart infor-
mation to the data listings and profile plots . 
A magne tic tape ree l containing the gravity data for CHAIN cruise 
73 is available , on loan, for duplic ati on purpose s , to intereste d parties 
who ha v e nee d of the information in a computer compa t ible format . T h e 
- 3 -
data is recorded on 1/ 2 inch IBM compatible (NRZI) 7 track magnetic 
tape at 200 bpi. 
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DATE a TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH OBSERVED FREE-~IR BOUGUER-
'-, ;_. 
· }; 
IN GRAVITY ANOMALY A'NOMALY 
DAY MO. YR. HOUR 
0 0 1 METERS. mgal mgal m~al 
- · 
6 9 67 1804 40 51•67N 70 14•57W ·.' 0 980282•9 26•5 999•0 
1824 49t24N 70 10•28W 
'- ' 0 980273•7 20•9 999t0 6 9 67 '+0 ' 
6 9 67 1902 40 44~63N 70 2•16W 0 980273·5 27•6 999•0 
6 9 67 1933 40 43•49N 69 54t62W 0 980244•7 0•4 999•0 
6 9 67 2000 40 43"29N 69 47t77W 0 980249•2 5•3 999•0 
6 9 67 2032 40 43•06N 6-9 39•6SW 0 980239•7 . •4 •0 999•0 
6 9 67 2056 '+0 42•88N 69 33 • 56W. 0 980232•5 ·10•9 999•0 
6 9 6 7 .?.131 '+0 42•63N 69 2'~ • 69W . 0 980230•5 •12•4 999•0 \ 1 
6 9 67 2204 40 ,41 '41 N 69 16t82W 0 980224•2 •16•9 999•0 
6 9 67 2244 40 •39t2'+N 69 7 t 6-4.'tV 0 980224t4 ·13•7 999.• 0 
6 9 67 2258 40 39i57.N 69 3•89~' 0 980224•0 •14•5 999•0 
6 9 67 2331 40 40•34N. 68 55 t'07W 0 930223•9 ·15•9 999•0 
7 9 67 10 40 '+1•18N 63 47•90W 0 980224 •.1 11!'16•8 999•0 
7 9 67 40 40 41t75N 68 46•411'/ 0 980225•9 •lo•O 999•0 
7 9 67 108 40 41t83N 68' 44 • 79W 0 . 980226.4 ·15•4 999•0 
7 9 67 130 4:) 41t64N 68 43•40W 0 980225•4 •16•1 . 999•0 
7 _.9 67 209 40 41•29N . 68 40.•.93W 0 980226·7 •14•3 999•0 
7 9 67 · 230' 40 41•11N · 6~ 39 ,t,60W 59 980227t4 "'13•2 •9•1 
7 9 67 300 40 40•8~N 68 37. 5·3~; 55 980235•0 •5•4 •1t6 
7 9 67 330 40 40,52N 6g_ 34·, 9SW . ( 57 Sl80Z36•7 "3•2 o~1 
7 9 67 400 '+0 40•20N 68 32•41W ' 59 9R0233•7 P5t8 •1•7 
7 9 67 430 40 39•85N 68 30' 24\W- 61 980238•3 "0•3 3•9 
7 9 67 500 40 39•50N 68 28•0BW-. 62 980241•4 3 •1 7•4 
7 9 67 530 '+0 37•88N 6.3 26t13W ' 70 980239•5 3•5 8•3 
7 •( 9; 6 7 600 40 35•39N 68' 24 • 68-W 79 9802 1+2•6 16•5 16•0 
7 9 67 630 40 33•21N 68 23•34W 88 9802'+3•3 14•3 20t4 
7 9.. 67 700 40 31,34N 68 22•0'9W : 92 9802'+6•5 20•3 26•6 
'· 7 9 "67 730 40 29•48N 68 20•85W \·. 95 980248t9 25•5 32•1 
7 9 67 800 · 40 27•80N 6 8 1 9 • 4 5 w ~~~ "101 98025'+•0 - 32•9 35h9 
7 9 -~ 67 830 40 26•'+7N 68 17•73W .:-· . (o.s 980252•1 33•2 40•7 
7 9 67 900 40 25•16N 68 15•95W):'- 119 980251•6 34•5 42•7 
7 9 67 1146 40 23e89N 6-S 10t56W' 267 980247•2 32•0 50•4 
7 9 67 1233 40 24t53N 68 11•00W ·'· 138 980246t5 3Q•3- ~9•8 1 I r. 
7 9 67 1254 40 23•28N 68 10•36\>ii 250 980239•0 24•7 4_1• 9 
7 9 67 1331 40 21•05N 68 8 • 41_W 574 980231·3 2o•3 59•7 
7 9 67 1403 40 19•12N 63 6 •lOW 348 980223•4 15•4 39•3 
7 9 67 1455 40 16•37N 68 2' 17.-J 365 980208•3 4•3 29•4 
7 9 67 1530 ' 40 1'+•44N 67 59•5QW 866 980223•2 22•0 81•5 
7 9 67 1600 40 12•65N 67 57•21W 1344 930198•2 •6•1 92•2 
7 Q 67 1630 40 10t87~ 6 7 54~• 92W 1569 980184•7 ·11 •1 96•6 ... 
7 9 67 1700 40 9•01N 67 52i61W 2cBB 980173·6 •19•4 124•0 
7 ~ 67 1730 40 6e65N 6 7 50 ~'2JW\1 225'+ 980165•0 ·24•6 130•1 
7 9 67 1800' 4() 4r31N 67 47•\S3W 2347 980155•1 ·3o•9 1_30, 2 
7 9 67 1830 40 2•15N 67 45•30W 2:)04 98014411 •38•7 133•2 
7 9 67 1900 39 59t95N 67 42•76W 2741 980143•0 •36•6 151•6 
7 , 9 67 1930 39 57•39N 67 '+0•~ o5W 2658 980145•2 '"30•6 151•8 
7 9 97 2000 33 54•95N 67 37·t 34W 2771 9801'+3•9 •28•3 161•9 
7 9 q7 2030 39 .52t9RN 67 34 • 6·3W ·- 3032 9801'+8•'+ •20•9 187•2 
7 9 67 2100 39 50•72N 67 31t90W 2636 980160•4 111 5 .. 0 175•3 




DATE S TIME LATITUDE . LONGITUDE DEPTH OBSERVED FREE-A IR BOUGUER 
IN GRAVITY ANOMALY ANOMALY 
DAY MO. YR. HOUR 
0 0 METERS mgol mgol mgol 
7 9 67 2200 ~9 45•05N 67 26•57W 3C63 9S01'+2•5 •15•1 195•2 
7 9 67 230:') 39 39•61N 67 23•26W 3152 980131•7 ·17•7 198•7 
7 9 67 2330 33 37•58N 67 20•99W 3331+ 980122•9 •23•5 205. ~ . 
8 9 67 :') 39 35•05N 67 19•l8W ·.3(; 06 980104•5 •38•2 20~h3 
8 9 67 30 39 ·32 • OON 67 17•82W 3!',99 980 95•8 •42•4 211•5 
8 9 67 200 39 23•81N 67 12•23W 318'+ 980114·9 '"11•2 2C7•~ 
8 9 67 230 39 21•40N 67 10•41W 2459 980133·7 11 •1 179•9 
8 9 67 300 39 18•92N 67 8. 6 :}'W 2797 980118•4 "'0•5 191•5 
8 9 67 330 39 16•22N 67 6~85W 4065 980 90•0 •24•9 254•2 
8 9 67 400 39 13t58N 67 5•14W 4138 980 78•2 •33•0 251•0 
8 9 67 43J 39 11• 35N 67 3•68\-1 42C1 980 71•9 ·35•7 252•7 
8 9 67 700 38 59•82N 66 54•73W 4354 980 54•'+ •36•S 262•4 
8 9 67 73J 38 58tl9N 66 52•70'1'1 4370 980 54•4 '"33•9 266•0 
8 9 67 800 38 56•52~ 66 50•59W 4381 380 53•6 •32•5 268r2 
8 9 67 1200 38 4-3•20N 66 30•81'.-1 J;366 980 38·9 •27•5 2~5•9 
8 9 67 1231) 3S 41•5QN 66 28•48W 4:So2 980 36·3 •27•1 2~7•4 
a 3 67 1300 3.15 39•76N 6r, 26•20W i+S63 980 35·-3 •25•5 287•7 
8 9 67 133J 3~ 38•02N 66 2:3•77W 1+::)99 980 35•5 •23•3 292·~ 
8 9 67 1400 3 ;3 36•28N 66 , 21•32W 4610 JBO 33·6 ·22•5 293•9 
d 9 67 1500 ,, >l .,~ 32•46N 6~ 11•1ow !;631 ::so 29•5 •21•0 2:16•9 
8 9 67 153:) 38 30•80N 66 15t17W 1+6~.+2 980 29•2 ·1J•3 299•3 
8 9 67 1600 3'3 29•01N 66 13•13W 4A52 980 31·4 •14•5 3 ~ 1+. 8 
8 9 67 143~ 3"' 'Cl 26•91N 66 10•73W 1+663 980 30•5 •12•1 308•0 
8 9 67 1700 38 24•89N 66 b•77W 4o78 980 2R•O •11•8 3C•9t3 
8 9 67 1730 3~ 23•03N 66 7•39W 4698 980 26•6 ·lv•S 312•0 
8 9 67 1800 :n 21•19N 66 5'821'1 4713 980 2?•2 •11•1 312t4 
8 9 67 1900 38 18•82N 66 3•15W 4743 980 17•0 ·1~+•0 311•6 
a 9 67 1930 38 17 tl6N 66 0' 9'+W 4750 980 14 t I~ •14•1 311•9 
8 9 67 2000 3~ 15•69N . 65 58•86W '+767 9~0 11•7 •14•6 312•6 ' 
8 9 67 2031) 33 14•69N 63.. 57•1QW 4777 980 8·3 ·16•0 3_1 1• 9 
8 9 67 2100 3P. 13•'+8N 65 5~•9'+W 4786 980 11•2 ·11•8 31l6' 7 .~
8 9 67 2130 3 :~ 11•85N 65 51•96~~ 4794 980 9•4 •11•3 317•8 
8 0 67 2300 33 7•82N 65 '+i+ •·53W '+ <~15 979999·5 •15•3 315•2 J 
8 9 67 2330 33 7•18N 65 42•27W 4 ;~ 3 '+ 979996·6 •17•3 314•5 
9 9 67 0 38 6•54N 65 39•95W 4 i~ 1~2 979 995•0 •17•8 31 1+-6 
9 9 67 100 38 4•'+2N 65 36•7ow 4863 97999C•2 •19•6 31 1tt2 
9 9 67 130 38 3•35N 65 35•55'.A/ ,. '+363 97998~·2 •19•2 314•6 
9 9 67 200 33 2•39N 65 34•43W 4865 9797o8•6 ... 18 •1 315•9 
9 9 67 230 3~ 0•54N 65 33•19W . 43 71 979969·3 •14•4 320•0 
9 9 67 300 37 58•71N 65 31•93W 4390 979987·7 •13•6 322•1 
9 9 67 330 37 56•96N 65 30•62W 4811 979985•7 ·13•4 316•8 
9 9 67 '+00 37 55•26N 65 29•46W 1+892 979380•2 •16•3 319•5 
9 9 67 430 37 53•66N 65 28•64W 4901+ 979973~5 ·15•7 320•9 
9 9 67 500 37 51•88N 65 27•88W 4914 979974•0 •1 7. 5- 319•8 
9 9 67 530 37 49•84N 65 27•18W 1;317 979971•6 •16•9 320•6 
9 9 67 600 37 48•03N 65 26•52W 492 9 979)68•2 •17•7 320•6 
9 9 67 630 . 37 46•79N 65 25•93W 4-937 979C)~7·3 •16•3 322•6 
9 9 67 900 . 37 37•90N 65 18•06W ,.: 4954 979 3'+7•0 •24•1 316•0 
9 9 67 1210 37 26•05N 65 9 • 79,W 4979 979935•3 •13•7 323•0 
9 9 67 1330 37 21•72N 65 5ti+QW 4985 979:J32t6 •15•2 327•0 
· ' 
DATE 8 TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH OBSERVED FREE-AIR BOUGUER 
IN GRAVITY ANOM-A LY ANOMALY 
DAY MO YR. HOUR 
·o 0 
METERS mgol ' mgo1 mgal 
9 9 67 1400 37 20•04N 65 3•80W 4967 979930•3 •14•9 327•4 
9 9 67 1430 37 18•29N 65 5 •19W 4987 979924•6 ·18•0 32'+'3 
9 9 67 1500 37 16•52N 65 7•19W 4987 979922•7 -17•1+ 321+-9 
9 9 67 1530 37 15 tl9N 65 9•19W 4965 979920•0 •18•2 324t0 
9 9 67 1630 37 12•14N 63 12•78W 4938 979916•'+ •1'1•3 321•6 
9 9 67 1700 37 10•35N 65 14t33W 4964 379317·6 ·13•5 327•2 
9 9 67 1730 37 7•85N 65 15•32W 4958 979315•2 •12•3 328•0 
9 9 67 2000 36 57•55N 65 22•22W 49:50 979911•2 •1•3 338•5 
9 9 67 2030 36 55•18N 65 23•65W 4954 979904·9 ,..,,.4 335•7 
9 9 67 2100 36 52•88N 65 25•46~ '+952 J79G99•6 •6•2 333•7 
9 9 67 2130 36 50•89N 65 29•15W 4952 979:300•4 •2•6 337•3 
9 9 67 2200 36 48•85N 65 32•42W 4952 979'395·8 •4•'+ 335•5 
9 9 67 2230 36 46•37N 65 33•70W 4350 979:393·6 ·2•9 336•9 
9 9 67 2300 36 41p04N 65 35•43W 49<+8 979386•4 ·6•7 333•0 
9 9 67 2330 36 42•56N 65 39•40W '+939 979.~82•8 •5•3 330•7 
10 9 67 0 36 40•52N 65 lt2•42~ 4931 979879·9 •8•1 330•4 
10 9 67 3() 36 36e46N 65 43•19W 4914 979873•6 ·8•6 328•7 
10 9 67 100 36 33tl6N 65 I~ 6. 52W 4.390 979367•5 ·9•8 325•8 
10 9 Q7 130 3n 29•44N 65 49•08W '+367 979362·6 ·9•6 324•5 
10 9 67 200 36 25•79N 65 5l•8'3W 4ao6 979357•5 "'~·3 320•6 
10 9 67 23J 36 22•38N 65 55•'+oW 4624 979 ,351·9 ·1o•o 321•1 
10 9 67 300 3S 18•98~ 65 58•72W 4~23 9'79.3:54•4 •2•7 328•4 
10 9 67 330 36 15•73N 66 0•76W 4833 979':346•2 ·6•2 325•5 
10 9 67 400 36 12•27N 66 2•81W 4~'1'+ 979338•1 •9•5 323•0 
10 9 67 430 3~ 8t37N 66 1~ • 87W '+d42 979EUQ•i+ • 11• 8 32Q•6 
10 9 67 500 3;, 4•48N 66 7•02W 4874 979;19·8 ·16•8 317•8 
10 9 67 5 30 36 0•62N 66 9e36W 4336 979-313•5 •17•5 314•5 
10 9 67 600 35 56•79N 66 11•40W 48'+6 979~20•1 •5•5 327•1 
10 9 67 630 35 53•04N 66 12•46W 48'+7 97931'+•1 .. 6•1 . 326•6 
10 9 67 700 35 49~45~ 66 13 •'-53 w 4669 979309•6 '"5•5 328•7 
10 9 67 900 35 37•84N 66 20•33W 4,q78 979789·6 -8•8 326•0 
lC 9 67 930 35 35•17N 66 22•35W 4875 979784•7 ·9•9 324•7 
10 9 67 1000 35 32•81N 66 21+•2JW '+380 979781•2 ·lo•l 3Z4•9 
10 9 r, 7 1030 35 31t09N 6(, 25•68~ 4305 979776•6 •12•1 324•6 
10 9 67 1200 35 32•21N 66 31•2~+W 4885 979782·9 "7•4 3?.7•9 
10 9 67 1230 35 33•57N 66 33•03~ 4900 979787·1 •5•1+ 330•9 
10 9 67 1300 35 35•03N 66 34•94W 4921 97979Qt3 •4•3 333•5 
10 9 67 1430 35 39•83N 66 40•33W 5004 97979~+·3 .. 6•7 336•8 
10 9 67 1500 35 41e56N 66 42 r!9W 5018 979795·5 ·8•1 336•3 
10 9 67 1700 35 ~t2•14N 66 46•28W 5072 979793·2 •11t3 336•8 
10 9 67 1730 35 39•27N 66 I+ 6 t 04 W 5J7'+ 979788·9 ""1-1•5 336•8 
10 9 67 1800 35 36t18N 66 I+ 5 t 78 W 4986 979786·6 "9•5 332•7 
10 9 67 1830 35 34•16N 66 45•21+W 4945 979787·?.. .. 5•9 333•5 
10 9 67 190:) 35 31e81N 66 , 44•71..J 4965 979782·0 •7•9 332•9 
10 9 67 1930 35 28t54N 66 ' 44•24W 4961 919776·7 •8•4 332•1 
10 9 67 2000 35 25,60N 6n43•~4w 4945 979763·0 ·18•0 321•4 
10 9 67 2030 35 23•71N 66 44 • 22'W 4993 979'7::58·2 •2o•o 322•7 
10 9 67 2100 35 21,71N 66 44,49W 4992 979756•0 ·19•3 323•4 
10 9 67 2130 35 19•21N 66 44e74W 5C23 979753·5 ·1~·5 326•3 
10 9 67 2200 35 16•55N 66 45•_Q1W 5837 979750•2 .. 17•9 327•8 
I ' ' 
/ 
r . DATE a TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH OBSERVED FREE-AIR BOUGUER 
IN GRAVITY ANO~~ALY ANOMALY 
MO YR . HOUR 
0 0 
mgol DAY METERS mgal m'gal 
r 
10 9 67 223J 33 13t05N 6~ 45•3SW 5 :, 52 9797 '+6·9 -16•4 33o•4 
10 9 67 230J 33 9•36N 66 ' 45•63w 5:7 .s 'J 7 ') 7 '+ I; t 3 .. 13•9 334•6 
10 ") 67 233:) 3:) 6•32N 66 '+5•99W 5101 9797 1+2•J -11•8 338,3 
11 9 67 0 35 3 tl3N · 66 46•27W 5120 9797i+0•7 '"3•3 3'-+3. 2 
11 9 67 3C 3~:; ... 0•79N 66 46,51W 5139 9797J5·~ •10•4 3 1+ 2' 4 
1 1 9 67 100 3'+ 58• 1+1N 66 1+6' 7 0 w 5156 979736·6 -6•0 347•9 
11 9 67 130 3'+ 55•75N 66 46•59W 5143 9'19733•6 . .. ~·2 347•8 
11 9 67 20:) 34 53•09N 66 1+6•43W 5130 979729•2 .. 5•6 3'+6•5 
11 9 67 238 3'+ 50•36N 66 46 • ;36'w 5197 9"19723. 6 •7•5 349•3 
11 9 67 30J 34 '-+7t23N 66 1+ 6. 21 w 5174 979718•4 "'8•3 3'+6. 9 
11 9 67 33J 3'+ i;4~09N 66 46•06W 5160 919712-1 ·1c•2 345•4 
11 9 67 1+00 3'+ '-+1•36N 66 '• 6. 19 w 5219 979698·7 ·t9•8 338•4 
1 1 9 67 430 . 34 39•33N 66 46•81W 5207 979~92·0 -23•4 334•0 
11 9 67 500 34 37,3CN 6S 47•421'J. 5219 9l9(-,84t6 ·?3•1 330•1 
11 9 67 53~) 34 35•2~N 66 ~>8•04W 5199 979 ·~ 78·'3 • 31. 1 325•8 
11 9 67 6QO 3~+ 33•23N 6(, 48 t651.J 5211 979~76·5 ·3c•7 327•0 
11 9 67 630 31t 31,20N 66 <t9•27W 5215 979674•5 ·?:3•6 328•~+ 
11 9 67 700 34 29•19N 66 49t87w 5215 979t)l"J. ~ ·23•7 334•3 
11 9 67 738 3'+ 27•95N 66 50•10W 52:35 979677,7 •21•9 337•4 
11 9 67 81)~ 31-t 26•31N 66 5(.)•361'1 5 (~ 'J5 979 t:J 75•7 ·21•6 339•1 
11 9 67 S30 34 2 3. 8 7~J 66 50•69W 524 7 <J79 Sl3•8 •20•1 3 1+0 I 0 
1 1 9 67 900 34 21•43N 66 51•01W 52 28 979(:7?•2 .. 13•6 340•3 
1 1 9 67 1 CO ·) 34 24•41N 66 56•0JI'i 5201 J79M,7•7 •26•8 330•2 
1 1 9 67 103~ 31+ 27•78N 66 :;i~•49W 52 24 979S72•2 ·?7•1 331•5 
11 9 67 1108 3~ 30t47N 67 2•82w 52';)0 979672•9 •30•2 330•1 
11 9 67 113) 34 32t50N 67 5 • 98'W 5 197 'J79 b76 e3 ·29•7 327•1 
11 9 67 1200 34 31.-22N 67 8•451'1 5235 979 682 ·3 -26•2 333t1 
11 9 67 123:) 34 35,63N 67 10,22W 5230 9 79f-8 5 •1 •25•2 333•8 
11 9 (, 7 1300 3i+ 37•04N 67 12•29~ ~236 979r.-o(" 7 .. 25•5 3"33•9 
' 11 9 67 1400 34 37•55N 67 t5•9 1W 5 ;: 3 ~t 979 667·2 - 25•9 333•4 
11 9 67 11+30 34 37t24N 67 16• 1+3W 5 0 ~ 5 979 688·5 ·2~t•1 323,1 
1 1 9 67 1600 3'• 33•25N 67 16' 7 8 ~~ 5·)69 9 79 ~~d 3. 'J - ;~ J. 3 32 1+'6 
11 :.1 67 1630 . 31+ 30•93N 67 16•39>'1 5073 9 79 .J J C)' 1 • 21+ t 7 323•5 
1 1 9 67 1700 34 28•62N 67 17•0,J W 5 c. 76 9 79 ;, 7 3. 6 · 21•0 321•5 
11 9 67 173J 34 26•30N 67 17~1li"i 5C8 0 9.19() 69 ' 5 • 27•8 320•9 
1 1 9 67 1800 34 2~•10N 67 1 7'• 59 w seeS~ 979 f· 69 . 5 .. 21+' 7 32'+•3 
1 1 9 67 1830 3'+ 22•19N 67 13 · -91 w 5()88 97966 6 •6 • 2:;. 1 324•1 
11 9 67 1900 3'+ 20•28~ 67 20 • 21+.W 5o91 979 663·9 .. 25•2 324•3 
11 9 67 1930 3!.+ 18•38N 67 21•56W 5095 979 660•9 '"25•4 321+' 3 
11 9 67 2000 34 16•'+6~ 67 22•83W 5:;99 979 (<58 . 0 • ? 5•7 324-•3 
11 9 67 203J 34 14•56N 67 24•21W 5 1C2 9 79655 •3 - 25 •2 325•0 
12 3 67 1000 33 6. • 8~N 67 37 , 33W 5 15 1 979 'S 79e6 .. 7•4 31f 6 I 2 
12 9 67 1030 33 8e54N 67 37•93W 51 45 979 560•2 ·9•2 34-3•9 
12 9 67 1100 33 10 • 34N 67 38 • 66W 51 ~2 979 57 5·6 • 16•3 336•7 
12 9 67 113:) 33 12 • 41N 67 39• 84W 5 138 979 5 77 · 6 ·17•2 335•4 
12 9 67 1200 33 11+• 62N 67 I~ 1 ' 11 .'1 51 16 979 '5 16·3 ·2o•8 330•3 
12 9 67 1230 3 :3 17 • 4 8 ~ 67 42• 7 3'~ 50 76 9l95d0• 1 · 21•6 326•8 
12 9 67 1300 33 20 • 16N 67 It'+ I 31 \.J 5118 979~83·5 • 2 1• 9 3::?9'- 4 
12 9 67 1330 33 22 • 07N 67 lt 5 • 21W 5 121 979386· 3 -21•2 330•3 
12 9 67 1400 33 24•0 6N 67 lt 6 t 1:3W 511 2 97 9 591·7 •19•1 331•8 
I DATE a TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH OBSERVED FREE-AIR BOUGUER 
I IN GRAVITY ANOMALY ANOMALY 0 0 
DAY MO YR HOUR METERS mgal mgal mgal 
r • 
12 9 67 1430 3~ _., 26~6oN 67 'f7t53W !J128 979S96e6 -17•7 334•3 
12 9 67 1500 3] 29•14N 67 49•001~ 5129 3792,97·6 ·20•?. 331•8 
12 J 67 153C 33 31•'+2N 67 S0•731-'i 5143 97960?.•0 •19 •1 33'+•3 
12 9 67 1600 33 33' 55N 67 52. 1+ i.t i~ 5161 ')79(,07. 3 .. 16•6 337•6 
12 ') 67 163~ 33 35•3'•N 67 54' 0'1\-J 5168 979611•3 •14•7 340•0 
12 9 67 1700 33 37d2r-.. 67 55•76W 5202 979613•0 -15•8 341•3 
12 9 67 173J 33 38,93r-., 67 57•'+4~ 5230 979612•3 ·19•1 339•9 
12 J 67 1800 33 40•76'~ 67 59•19>'~ ' sl: 32 979 f)09•1 •21;.•8 334•3 
12 3 67 1330 33 42,87N 68. 1•6SW ::>23 1+ 979613•5 •23•5 3~5•8 
12 9 67 1900 33 45•04N 68 4. 18 \-J \ 52'+6 979(,17•-J •22•9 337•2 
12 a 67 193J 33 '+7•32N 63 6•82W - 5.~ 39 979623•6 •19•3 340•3 "" 
12 9 67 2000 3J 49•73N 6~ 9•27W 5;;;42 · 979626•7 ·19•8 340•0 
12 9 67 2030 33 52e55N 63 11•21W 5267 979~30•1 ·2o•1 341•4 
12 9 67 2100 33 5i+t69N 68 13•16 \-1 5284 979~32•8 •2G•I+ 342•3 
12 9 67 2130 ........ 
.j ·' 
:S6•68N 68 15•12W 5280 979(~34t7 ·2t•3 31+ 1 t 7 
12 9 G7 2200 3J 59t31f\ 6f> 1 7' 6 1+ ',.) 5288 - <]79(,37. 2 •22•6 340•4 
12 9 67 2230 3 .. 2•26N 63 20•46W 5263 97961+3·3 ·2c•4 340•9 
12 9 67 2300 3 '+ 5•10N 6R 22t66W 52Q4 979649•5 ·18•4 345•7 
12 9 67 2330 3;• . 7,90N 6>l· 2'+•561'f 5310 979648·6 ·23,0 341'5 
13 9 67 0 3j• 10•57N 6-5 26•521'1' 5310 97:n~+7•'J •26•4 326•1 
13 9 67 30 .3 '+ 12•9AN 6" ~ ... 28•5 ·'3W 5310 979651·9 •26•9 337•6 
13 9 67 10Q 3 '• 15•39N 63 30•62'.>1 5312 979659·5 ·22•6 342•0 
13 9 67 13:) 34 17•82~ 6P. 32•441'1 5314 J79(,64t4 ·21•3 343•4 
13 9 67 ?.00 34 20•35N 6~ 34•15W 5319 9 79 ~' 7 3. 0 •16•1 349•0 
13 9 617 23J 31• 23t18N 6R 35t54W 5~23 979 1J75·J •17•0 31+8•4 
13 9 67 300 31+ 25•96N 6 :~ 36t891'1 5 3() 6 979(, 7<]. 4 •17•4 346•8 
13 9 67 33) 34 28•67N 68 38•13W 5277 979 r, 83•3 •17•3 31,1t•9 
13 9 67 400 34 31•56N 6~ 39 • 53-w S c: 75 9796~4·6 •19•8 31! 2' 3 
13 9 67 430 34 34•76~ 68 41ttJ9W 5275 979687·9 •21•3 34Qt8 
13 9 67 500 3 '• 37•99!'-J 6EI 1•'2, 7o w ~2c6 9l9r·92•5 •21•1 341•8 
13 9 67 530 31+ i+1•27N 68 '+'+t4.3W 52.77 979694t0 •21.tt3 337•9 
13 9 67 600 34 If 4 • 2t+ N 65 1+5 • 8JW 5273 SJ /9 {; 99·5 •23•1 338•8 
13 9 67 630 3'+ 46' 32~~ 6) 45•86W 5280 979698·7 .. 26•7 335•7 
13 9 67 700 34 48t66N 6 '~ If 6 1 32 \~ 5306 979700•5 "28•3 335•9 
13 9 67 '-,7 3 0 3 '+ 51•6oN 61 47•7J\~ ~273 979702•5 ·Jo•5 331•4 
13 9 67 P.OO 31+ 54•41N 68 1·8·79~ 5256 979707•1 .. 29•5 331•3 
13 9 67 900 . 34 59•66N 68 51•6()1'1 5226 979712•8 ·31•3 327•4 
13 9 67 930 35 · 2•10N 6~ 53•311'1 5183 979714•6 -:3•0 322t7 
13 9 67 1000 35 3•26N 68 51+' ~ Q6 ·.., 5203 979718•0 •31•2 326•0 
13 9 67 1030 33 lp 45~ 6~ 55•02W 5190 979722 •1 / •23•8 327•5 
13 9 67 1100 3:5 5•8'+N 68 57•04W 5163 979725•8 •?7•3 327•1 
13 9 67 1130 35 7•32N 6R 59. 00\'1 5143 979733•3 •21•8 3:?1•2 
13 9 67 1200 3;, 9e28N 69 o•66w ' 51(;3 979737•0 ·2o•9 329t4 
13 9 67 143Q 3.3 15!17t-. 69 9•o3w 5C62 9791'+1•1 ·2s~o 322•5 
13 9 67 1530 35 17•97N 69 15•85\~ 4q88 9797i+4. 9 ·25•3 317•1 
13 9 67 1630 33 21•3~N 6g 19,39W 5038 9797'+8•7 •26•2 319•6 
13 9 67 1700 35 23•26N 69 21•061~ 4~15 979753•3 •24•4 313•0 
13 9 67 1730 3~5 25•60N 69 23•48W 4'327 979736•2 •24•8 313•4 
13 9 67 180? 35 27•90N 6J 25•72W 4~62 979760•7 •23•6 317•0 
13 9 67 1830 35 30t02N 69 27•21W 1+ ·'<. 52 979765•5 •21•9 311•1 
r 
r ' - \ 
r , DATE a T IME LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH OBSERVED FREE-AIR BOUGUER 
IN GRAVITY ANOMALY ANOMALY 
DAY MO. YR. HOUR 
0 0 
METERS mgal mgal mgal 
13 9 67 1900 3S 32•3?.N 6? 28•791~ 4 ~~ 68 979771•1 •19•4 314•7 
13 9 57 193J 3:5 ~H•97N 6.q 3u•55W 1+~00 979775•3 •19•0 310•5 
13 9 G7 2800 3::, 37•'-'JN 6':'1 -~ 32~14W <tl94 979751·6 -16•5 312•6 
13 9 67 2()3J 35 33•53N 69 33•11W 4738 979786·1 •11.p6 310•7 
13 9 67 2?00 3'" :..l 47el6N 69 37•~3W . 4628 979799·2 -12•6 305•1 
13 9 67 223() 35 48•69N 69 38•98w- 46:)9 979 3J2•5 •11' '-+ 3C8•4 
13 9 67 2300 3'~, 50•22~ 6) '• 0. 4 '+ w 46·56 979 ;3 0 3. '• -12•6 307•0 
13 9 67 233:) 3~ 52•88N 69 41•99W 4~74 979003•2 •15•6 298•4 
14 9 67 0 35 53•98N 69 i+3•52W i-+588 979":05•"7 ·l :~. 7 299•2 
14 9 67 3J 35 S6•08N 69 44t91W 4663 979308•6 •15•8 3C4•3 
14 9 67 10J 35 58•061'-. 61 46•25W 4:)65 97 9 s 12-" ') ·1.:.•5 298•8 
14 9 67 130 35 S9•72N 69 47•44W 4:542 979~15•7 •1'+•0 297•8 
14 9 67 200 y, 1•37N 69 43•74-W 4:532 Jl3E>14•3 rl7•7 2'93. 4 
14 9 67 230 36 2•98"J 69 51],371-J 4:')28 S79.q17•5 •16•9 2'?3•9 
14+ 9 67 300 36 4•56N 6? 52. 01\4 4~5 2 5 979320·~ ·ls•6 2S5•0 
14 9 67 330 y., 6•061\o 69 53•67W 4525 973~24•3 •14,• 6 296•0 
14 9 67 400 Jf, 7•61N 69 55• 1•6\4 ~tJ2l 9/9 ~ 22. 9 • L:.; • 0 292•3 
1'+ 9 67 430 3~ 9•27N 69 57•61+W 4:i 19 ')79.>326 •1 •17~2 2?3•0 
14 9 67 500 ·t.. .j .. 10•8~~ 69 59•7'+W . 4.jl7 379832•0 '"1J•5 296•5 
14 9 67 530 36 12•2<+"J 7') 1•66W 4So9 979 334•6 '"13 '1 296•4 
14 3 67 600 jt.. 13!63N 70 3•5~i~ 4~Cl 979 F.U7•') •12•6 296~4 
14 9 67 63() 3A 14•71N lO 5•2J~ 4:~ 94 979042•5 '"o•'+ 300•1 
14 9 67 700 36 15•~1N 70 6•92W 41.8 8 9793'10•3 ·11. 3 2'?6•3 
14 9 67 73) 36 17t92N 7;J 9•7tW 4 1+62 979r'34ltiJ •14•6 293•1 
14 9 67 800 36 19•79N 70 12•28W 4 -'-+ 75 9 79 ~ '+2. J .. H;• 2 291•9 
14 0 67 83C 3' 21•07!\J 7J 13•82W 4 1+ 71 979 3'+ 5. 5 •14•6 292•3 _, ,., 
14 9 67 900 36 22•'+6N 70 15•50W 4<t67 979'3..,.5•8 -16•4 290•2 
14 9 67 930 3~ 24•46N 70 17•91W 4463 9793'+7•0 ""18•0 288•4+ 
14 ~3 67 1000 36 26t33N 70 20e28W 4453 9 7 9 i< 50. '+ •17 tl 2,~ 8 '6 
14 9 67 1030 36 27•35N 70 22•52W 44~2 979S5t•6 - 118 • 2 28.7•4 
14 9 67 1100 36 29•47N 70 24•75W 445!:5 979 :~ 5'tt2 •18•0 287•8 
14 ~ o7 1130 36 31•67N 70 26•91W 4'+32 979S:S5e7 ~l9•5 28 1t•7 
14 9 67 1200 3~ ,) 33•75N 70 2:3•00W 41;23 979"61•2 -17. 1 2R6•5 
11+ 9 67 1230 3f_, 15. 19"J 70 30•77W 4411 379 .3 62·7 •17•7 285•1 
14 3 67 1~00 3~, 36•68N 70 32•65W i+4C5 979'360•1 -22•4 2RO•O 
1'+ ~ 67 1330 3~ 38w32N 70 3'+ • 8QW 1+]96 9 79 :361• 7 •?.3•0 278•7 
14 9 67 1 it-00 36 39t96N 70 36•99~ 4-379 979 ~ 60•5 ·26•6 27 ~+' 0 
14 9 67 1430 36 41•62N 70 39•40W 4365 379:;,62•0 ~27•6 272•0 
14 9 67 1500 36 43•24N 70 Ltl•73W 4354 979.S66•2 •25•8 273•0 
14 9 67 1530 36 '+4 '54N 70 43•67W 43 1-+0 979 .) 65·7 •28•2 269•7 
14 9 67 1600 36 45•77N 70 45•1f6W 4325 379:<..lC•4 ·25•1 271•8 
14 9 67 1630 3.; 4 7 t12N 70 47•3JW 1+31 0 979 :5.70•7 •26•9 268•9 
14 9 67 1700 36 ~~9•7'+N 70 49•68\4 4292 979 E: 79•1 •22•2 272•4 
1'+ 9 67 1730 36 52•01N 70 50•76W 4271 979~81·7 ·22•9 270•3 
14 9 67 1800 36 5't-•44N 70 51•89W 4258 979 2ocho •28•1 261p2 
1'+ 9 67 1830 36 57. 49f~ 70 53•28w 4232 9792~0·7 •31•7 258•8 
14 9 67 1900 3 /) 59•71N 70 5it•39W 4211 979 :):36•0 - 29•7 259•3 
14 9 67 2000 3A 57~93N 7• .... 5 '-+•76W '+219 97 9 :~ 67•'+ '"25•8 263•8 1,.· 
11-+ 9 67 2030 3(, 55•34N 70 5'P 49W 4?.12 979386•0 •23•7 265•4 
14 9 67 2100 3" 53•92N 7C 5 '+ • It 9 W '+240 979 ,~ 31• 6 ·25•8 265•2 
r 
I 
r , DATE a TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH OBSERVED FREE-AIR BOUGUER 
IN GRAVITY ANOMALY ANOMALY 
0 0 
DAY MO YR HOUR -METERS mgol ;ngol mgol 
1~ 9 67 2130 36 S2 • 1H:·N 70 5'+•5 1+>-J ~2C3 :.?79~ 80 •'+ ·24•9 2fd+ '0 
1~ 9 bl 2200 3(1 50•33N 70 54•91w it2:S9 979~72•9 •29•3 263•0 
14 9 67 2230 .... r .., . .) 1+ 7. 52N 70 55•59r'i 4265 9 7 9 .;c, 71.5 ·26•6 266•1 
1~ a 67 2300 36 1fl;•57N 7 (' 55•8JW lt2'10 9 79 -~6 4. 2 ·29•7 263,~ ... v 
14 9 67 233() 36 '+1•59\: 70 55•53W 4270 979362•4 •27•3 265•8 
15 9 67 0 36 39•06N 7·'J 56•21 ..... 4270 979,;58•2 ·27•8 265•3 
15 9 67 30 3~ 36•94N 7J 57•h2W 4270 979~S6•0 '"26•9 266•2 
15 9 67 100 3IS 34•·38N 7·J 59•3JW 4276 979 3':57•1 •22•8 270•7 
15 9 67 130 36 33•07N 71 v • .7 5 ~~ '+279 979;:,5•7 •21•7 272•0 
15 9 6'1 530 3S 12•45N 71 3•93..J 1+325 97932J•O -2~.+•9 272•0 
15 9 67 60:> 36 9•67N 71 3. ::(4 w 4329 979~20•3 ·23•7 273•4 
15 9 67 63:) 3(. ·' 6 .i:L~N 71 3•91W 4J44 979317·9 ·22•0 276•2 15 9 67 730 .36 2•22N 71 4•83W lt352 979:3J5•8 ·27•4 271•3 
15 9 67 800 36 OrO(,~ 71 5•51\-1 4.559 97 9 ;~ J6. '+ ·23•8 275•4+ 
15 9 67 830 3 :3 57e29N ll 5'7:SW 43~9 379 <::;ul•J ·21+•4 274.• 8 
15 9 67 90:) 35 54•61N 71 5. 39l'l 4361+ 979i~JO • 2 •22•0 277•5 
15 9 f,7 103') 35 50•43\J 71 5•67<AI 1+371 979795·1 ·21•3 278•7 
15 9 67 1100 3:i 1•3 t 33N 71 5·821'1 '+374 973791•2 •22•3 277•9 
15 9 67 113:) 3;:; 46•21~· 71 5•99V-I 4277 979767·9 ·22•5 277•9 
15 9 67 1200 35 1+ 4 • 11 N 71 6•261'-1 4JJ8 379781·3 ·2s•s 275•7 
15 9 67 1230 33 42,06N 71 6•711~ 4366 979778.7 •25•6 275•5 
15 9 67 1300 3 ~~ -~ 1+0. 00 ~~ 71 7. 02loJ 43c6 979779•'3 •22•0 279•1 
15 9 67 133G 33 37,96\/ 71 7'1)6"v-; 1+388 979776·3 •C2•1 279•1 
15 9 67 1J.I. 0 0 3:5 35•80N · 71 7 tl1 w i+J')g ')79172·8 ·22•6 279•3 
15 9 67 143:) 35 33' 1+ 3~ 71 7•16W 41• 21 97977Ce5 •21•7 281•3 
15 9 67 150J 3: 31P03N 71 7•21i'l If 1+ 0 3 979767•7 •2Qt9 281•4 
15 9 67 1'.:5 3 0 35 28•60N 71 7•25W 1+336 979?64•6 ·2o•5 281•2 
15 9 67 lbOO 35 26•23N 71 7•31W 439 1 979760·9 ·21•0 280•4 
15 9 67 1630 Jj 21f•01~ 71 7•'it1W 439 1+ 979758•0 ·2o•6 2'51•0 
15 9 67 1700 3:;;. -' 21•68N 71 7•49W '•327 979756•0 '"19•7 277•3 
15 9 67 173J 3 ') 19•77N 71 7. 52\IJ' 1H63 979752·5 ·2v•o 279•5 
15 9 67 1500 35 17•42N 71 7•5JW 4373 9797'+7• 4 ·22•0 278•1 
15 9 67 1330 3" .) 13•92N 71 7•81W 4382 979743•6 .. 2c•8 280•0 
15 9 67 1900 3'3 1'1•03N 71 8•12W 43b6 979737•2 •2J•0 278•1 
15 9 67 1930 35 9•04N 71 8•56W 4396 979733•1 •24•3 277•1+ 
l5 9 67 2000 35 6•84N 71 8•8SW 41+07 979731•9 .. 22•5 280•0 
15 0 ,./ 67 203~ 35 3r84N 71 8, 55\~ 4 '~ 2 8 91972R•9 •21•4 282•6 
15 9 67 2100 3'5 O•o6N 71 8•36W 4Lt 46 '979724•7 •21•4 2S3•7 
15 9 67 2130 31+ 57•95N 71 8•72'~ 1+471 979721•3 •20•5 286•4 
15 9 67 2200 3'+ 55•13N 71 9•031'1 It J+ 9 9 979720•9 •17•0 291•8 
15 9 67 2230 34 ?2•79N 71 9•0JW 4~26 979719•0 '"15•6 295'1 
15 9 67 2300 34 50•39N 71 9•24W 4 ~~ 50 )79709•6 •21•'+ 290•9 
15 9 67 2330 34 t+7•65N 71 9•81W 4597 979705•1 •22•3 2:?3•2 
16 9 67 0 34 44•86N 71 10 • 1+0W 46Lt2 979t.,99•l •24•2 294•4 
16 9 67 30 34 1+1•82N 71 11dQW 4A63 9?9695 ·8 •2 3•2 296•9 
16 9 67 100 3 1• 38•86N 71 11•F51'1 4701 979694•4 •2C•4 302•3 
16 9 67 130 34 36•0SN 71 12•27W 4732 979 1) 90•8 ·2c•3 304•5 
16 9 67 200 3'+ 33 • 21+N 71 12t73W 4'180 9791,87•'+ •19•7 3:J8•1+ 
16 9 67 230 3'+ 31•02N 71 13e63W 4~11 ;?79f)82t5 •21·~ 308•8 
16 9 67 330 34 26t03~ 71 15•33W 4901 979671•0 •25•7 310•7 
DATE a TIME LAT'.ITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH OBSERVED FREE-AIR BOUGUER 
IN GRAVIT,Y ANOMALY ANOMALY 
DAY MO. YR. HOUR 
0 0 METE-RS mgal mgal mgol 
16 9 67 400 34 23t00~ 71 15•83W 492o J/)f;68t4 ·24•2 313•8 
16 9 67 '•30 31+ 1:J•87N 71 l5t96W 4963 979662·9 •25•6 315•2 
16 9 67 500 34 l6•88N 71 16•1~W 5J34 97::)():56·5 ·2"7•7 317•9 
16 9 67 53~ 34 14•57N 71 16•81+W 51G3 979652·5 •28•5 321•8 
16 9 67 600 34 12•18N 71 17•51W 51:::,0 979r,,,9,9 "'27•8 324•4+ 
16 9 67 63J 34 8•56N 71 1l•64W 5tl6 979t::'+6•'J -26•6 328•7 
16 9 67 700 :.;4 5t00N '71 17•82W 5232- 979~j9t9 •27•8 331·~ 
16 9 67 730 34 1,•67N 71 t8•18W 5217 979635•3 •27•6 33o•S 
16 9 67 ~00 33 59•16N 71 18•68W 52C5 979<',27. 3 -32•3 325•0 
16 9 67 83:) 33 57t68N 71 19•4iW 525:3 979.S22•S -34•9 325•8 
16 9 67 900 33 55•75N 71 20•06W 5275 379620.8, '"34•1 328•0 
16 9 67 930 33 53•24\j 71 20•6o:.-J 5290 379616•5 -34•9 328•2 
16 9 67 1000 :33 50•41N 71 21•23\'J 5300 979612·0 •35•5 3?8•3 
16 9 67 · 1 03C 33 47t34N 71 21•9:)W 5317 979607•9 •35•0 329•9 
16 9 67 1100 33 44t46N 71 22•53\1-i 5:3c6 379t.,04•9 -34•1 330~1 
16 9 67 1130 33 42,21N 71 21•()6W 5319 979~00•9 .. 35•1 330•0 
16 9 67 1200 33 39•64N 71 23•74~ 5327 979S:11•9 •40•3 325!3 
16 9 67 123) 33 36•42~ 71 24•71W o333 379:38 7.:3 ·4c•S 325•5 
16 9 ?7 1330 33 31•24N 71 25•75W 53~+2 979563•1 •:?7•5 329•2 
16 9 67 140J 33 28•99N 71 26 • C'P-1 \ 53~5 979575·7 -41•8 325•1 
16 9 67 143J 33 26•39N 71 26•~91-' 5:.348 979Sl1•7 -.l+c•3 324•8 
16 9 67 1500 33 23t7QN 71 . 27•C4W 5352 9 7 9 ~) 7 0' '+ '"'•c • o 327•4 
16 9 67 153:) 33 20•81N 71 27•33W 53:54 9 79 ~~66. 3 ·<+O•O 327•5 
16 9 67 160') 33 t8•14N 71 27•581~ 5256 979S63•3 -~9·4 328•2 
16 9 67 1(:.30 33 15t9(-~ 71 27•76w 5.362 979558·2 • It 1 t 4 326•6 
16 9 67 l?oo 33 13•59N 71 28•QOW 5371 979:3~2. 1+ •43•9 324•8 
16 9 67 173,J 33 10•8:)i\j 71 28•32W 5383 979S 1t9•6 '"i+3•0 326•5 
16 0 67 1800 33 8•07N 71 23•65\'i 53o5 979SI.fP.t3 -~+c•3 329•3 _, 
16 9 {, 7 1830 33 5•21N 71 23,96W 5291 979S~tlp9 •39•8 323•4 
16 9 67 190J 33 2•36N 71 29•28W 5367 9795 1-t2•6 •38•4 331·~ 
16 9 67 1930 32 59•83N 71 29•69W ~::87 979538·3 -38•6 331•2 
16 9 67 2000 32 57•2C'N 71 30•05W 53b5 979538·5 •35•2 334•4+ 
16 9 ' 67 2o3o 32 5i+•21N 71 30•23 '~ 5383 979~~33 •1 •:?6•6 332•9 
16 9 67 2100 32 51•22N 71 30•I+5W 5383 979;.528. 2 •37•3 332•2 
16 9 67 2130 32 48•39N 71 30•'t4W 5288 979526•0 •3:,•6 327•4 
16 9 67 2200 32 45e56N 71 30•44W 5383 979322•3 •3:)•8 333•7 
16 9 67 2230 32 42d2N 71 30•8211 s:383 979~;15•5 -27•7 331•8 
16 9 67 230C 32 38e68N 71 :31•211-1 5363 379512•9 •35•7 333•8 
16 9 67 2330 ~~ .j_ 36•25N 71 31•40W 53b6 979511-·9 •33•4 336•3 
17 9 67 0 32 33•71N 71 31•60W 5387 979505•5 -36•2 333•6 
17 9 67 30 32 30•67N 71 31•93W 5362 J79300•5 •37•1 330•9 
17 9 67 100 32 27•63N -71 32•27W 5?89 979'•95. 3 •33•3 331•6 
17 9 6l 130 3.? 24t62N '11 32•62W 5389 9?9-.90·2 ·39•2 330•7 
17 9 67 200 32 2f•6P.J 71 32•97~ 5389 979485•6 -3,9. 6 330•3 
17 9 67 230 32 19•07~ 71 34•891.J 5369 9794-69·1 -32•9 337•0 
17 9 67 300 32 l6•58N 71 36e98W 5369 979'+90•0 •28•5 341·~ 
17 9 67 330 32 14•21N 71 38t85W 53o9 979J.t87•J •27•2 342t7 
17 9 67 400 32 l1•90N "71 40•82W 5389 979478d ·33•4 336•5 
17 9 67 430 32 9•91N 71 43•37W 5389 9?9475•'+ -31P0 335•9 
17 9 67 500 32 7•92N 71 45•97W 5389 979'+69·7 ·37•1 332•8 
DATE a TIME LAT ITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH OBSERVED FREE-AIR BOUGUER 
IN GRAV ITY AN0'1 L. L Y A NC~~AL Y 
DAY MO YR. HOUR 
0 0 
METERS rT'gol rTlg 01 mgo l 
I 
17 9 67 600 32 3•83N 71 ~11•13W 5389 9l946 1hi+ •36•8 333•1 
17 C'l 67 630 --:) 1-30N 71 S3•25W 5389 979 '+:59. 9 '"37•8 332t1 -' _jr_ 
17 J 67 fOO 31 55 • 6 1H.; 71 59e56W 5289 9 79 1~51· 3 --38•9 331•0 
17 9 67 830 31 52•89N 72 1•~-tOW 529~ 979!f'+7•5 .:.39•0 324•1+ 
17 9 67 900 31 50e47N 72 3•30W 5389 979"+'+1•7 •41•5 328~-t 
17 9 67 1005 31 50t85N 72 8e36W 5366 979438•'• .. 4 5. '+ 32'+•3 
17 9 67 1025 31 51•~9N l2 10•02·-'J 5385 979:.39·1 •46•0 323•6 
17 9 67 1108 31 54 • (, 7N 72 12•99W 53~2 9 79 1• '+2. 9 •46•0 323•4 
17 0 67 1139 31 56•28N 72 14•41W 5380 9 7 9 'fl+ 4. 5 •46•4 322•9 -" 
17 9 67 1233 31 59•18~ 72 18t41W 5377 979;+'+6•9 •48•0 321•1 
17 a 67 1305 3?. 1•19N 72 20•721'J 53?3 979 1•5Qt4 ·'+"/•2 321•6 "" 17 9 67 1333 32 3 t19N 72 22•60w 5371,) 9 79 ;+:':>3. 1 •lt7•2 321•4 
17 9 67 14-~3 32 5~13N 72 2 4 I 1+ 1+ W 5.?68 979455·6 •47,4 321•0 
17 9 67 1t.,33 32 6•30N 72 26•02W 5363 979 1•:58·3 '"46•9 321•3 
17 9 67 1502 32 8•'-+lN 72 27•9'+\N 5360 9 7 9'•:; 9. 9 •47•6 3?Q•3 
17 9 67 1530 32 9e99N 72 30•77W 5356 9/9 1~65·1 •4 1p6 3?.3•0 
17 9 67 1600 32 11•69N 72 33•3'+W 53;) 1+ 979 1~66•\) •46•0 321•5 
17 9 67 1630 3? 13•'+3N 72 35•02W 5349 979468·9 ·'+5•1.t 321•8 
17 9 67 1R30 3? 21•33N 72 38•92W 5333 979 1•78t6 • 4 6 4 1+ 319•6 
17 9 67 1900 32 23•11N 72 41•0'3W 5325 97 9 !+ 31 t 9 '" 145. 5 320'0 
17 9 67 1"J30 32 25•20N 72 I+ 2 I 64 W 5~H7 979~62·9 •47•3 317•7 
17 9 67 2000 3~ 27t35N 72 4'+•66\\ 5308 979~87tS •45•5 318•9 
17 9 67 2C3J 32 29•60N 72 1+ J t 3·J \'-J 5302 979it69t5 ·46•6 317•3 
17 9 67 2100 3~ 31•54N 72 49•67W 5290 979•d2t4 •It 6 • 3 316•8 
17 9 67 2130 ~~ -'·- 32•87N l2 51•/;9\41 ,5236 979 1-94.2 • 1•6•5 316•3 
17 9 67 2200 32 31P55N 72 rs3·33'o'l 5271 979<+94•9 •I; 8 1 ,1 313•7 
1 7 9 67 2300 . 32 29•33:--.J 72 56•50~ 5282 979486·5 •49•4 313•2 
1 7 9 67 2330 32 23t78N 72 56•35W 5300 979 -'• 75. 2 ·33•0 310•8 
18 9 67 0 32 17•7i3N 72 56•93W 5306 979470•6 •49•5 31 '•. 7 
18 9 67 30 32 11 t19N 72 56•83W 5311 97:3-:.60 I 8 •50•1+ 31 1+~2 
18 9 67 100 32 4t60N 72 56•63W 5317 979451•1+ ·oc•6 I 314•4 
18 9 67 130 31 58•01N 72 56•53W 5J27 9794 1+1•3 .. 52•0 313•6 
18 ":) 67 200 31 51•62N 72 56•27w 5'331 979436·3 •48•3 317•6 .. 
18 9 67 230 31 45•68N 72 55•'78W 5337 979429•3 • 1• 7. 4 318•9 
18 9 67 300 31 39•75N 72 55•2)fJ 5348 979421•3 .. 47•4 319•7 
18 9 67 330 31 33•82N 72 54•80W 5356 97 9'+13 .• 2 .. 47•6 320•0 
18 9 67 400 31 27•83N 72 5'~·34W 5364 9794Q 1+t3 ·47•9 320•3 
18 9 67 1~30 31 21•78N 72 53•.92W 5269 9793J6t6 •1.;8. 0 313•7 
18 9 67 500 31 15•72N 72 53 '•5QI'J 5364 9?9358·7 • I~ 3 t 2 320•0 
18 9 67 530 31 9e66N 72 53•08W 5288 979330•0 •48•'7 31•+. 3 
18 9 67 600 31 3•2RN 7~ c: 52•77W 5362 979369·5 -5:.;•3 317•2 
18 9 67 630 31 1 t 75~~ 72 57•96W 5.338 97J ~:66. 2 •52•0 31i.t•4 
18 9 67 700 31 1•59N 73 '+•45W 5315 979J64t7 - t;. 3. 2 311•6 
18 9 67 730 31. 1e1+4N 73 10•94.-'/ 528 1+ 979363•7 .. 51• '0 308,7 
18 9 67 103:J 31 15t59N 71 30•76W 5193 9793d3e9 -~2·7 303t8 
18 9 67 1100 31 21 , 9 8 r~ 73 28•4L+W 5224 9793.38·8 -'.:-6•1 302•5 
18 9 67 1130 31 28t38N 73 26!l2W 52/;0 979395·-3 ~57,6 302•1 
18 9 67 1200 31 34-•59N 73 23. 79\.J 5238 979i+(.)3. 5 •5;)•~3 301•2 
18 9 67 1230 31 39w91t'-; 73 21•3:JW 5256 979411·3 .. 5'7•7 303•1 
18 9 67 1300 31 45t38N 73 18t93t'l 5273 979419·3 •56•8 305•1 
DATE a TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDJ DEPTH OBSERVED FREE-AIR BOUGUER 
IN GRAVITY ANOMALY ANOMALY 
DAY MO YR. HOUR 
0 0 
METERS mgal mgal mgal 
18 9 67 1330 31 51•28~ 71 16•:i7W 5278 9791~26·3 •57•& 30~•5 
18 9 67 1400 31 57•181\: 73 14•15W 5282 97~H33t9 ·58•2 304•4 
18 9 ~7 1430 32 3•17N 73 11•77W 5271 979•+38 ·9 . •61•4 300•4 
r 
18 9 67 1500 32 9•44N 73 9•53w 5267 9794'+9•0 .. 59•9 301•6 
18 0 67 1530 32 15•72N 73 7,31.+W 5263 979459·2 •"58•1 303•2 _, 
18 9 67 2000 32 '•1•69N 73 .3\1 59 w 5226 979490·5 •62•5 296•2 
18 9 67 2038 32 43•9'+N 73 5•77W 5215 979 1• 91.4 •64•3 293•6 
18 9 67 2130 32 '+8•40N 73 10•84W 518'+ 979499·9 •61•7 294•1 
18 9 67 2200 32 50•69N 73 13~'+2W 517'+ 979"305•2 • ~;9. 6 295•5 
18 9 67 2310 32 55•3'+N 73 17•28W 5t35 979513•3 •57•9 · 2:J4•5 
18 9 67 2330 3::> - 56•67N 73 l8•33W 5118 979517•4 .. 55•6 295•7 
19 9 67 0 32 58•56N 73 20•21W 5108 979515•9 •59•7 29Q•9 
19 9 67 30 3'~ 0•25N 73 22•'+0W 5075 979:)19•1 .. 58•7 289•6 
19 9 67 100 33 2•06N 73 21f•73W 5c43 979518•0 •62•4 283•7 
19 9 67 130 33 4•1BN 7J 27•47W 4362 979521•7 ·61•6 280•4 
19 9 67 200 3~ 6•26N J3 3;)•11W 4946 ::379528•2 •53•0 231•5 
19 9 67 23~ 33 8•24\l 73 32•,5JW 4900 979?:31•2 -:57.7 278•6 
19 9 67 300 33 10•17N 7~ 31+. 8,2 w '+ 869 979538t2 •53•5 2fl.0•7 
19 9 67 33:) 33 1b85~ 73 36•81W 4P.t+6 979540•3 •53•7 278•9 
19 9 67 400 33 13•48N 73 38•671.-t 4cC2 9795L+4t3 •51•8 277•8 
19 9 67 1•3J 33 14•97N 73 40•19~ 4161 9'79:3~+5•7 •52•4 274•4 
19 q ... 67 500 33 16•68N 73 41•94W 4726 979{-'}'+5. 3 ·55•3 269•1 
19 9 67 53() 33 18•78N l3 44•07W <t6d6 979547•0 •36•5 265•1 
19 9 67 600 33 2Q•81N 73 It 6 • 27W 4665 979:547•6 •58•7 261•5 
19 9 67 700 3:3 24•66N 73 5Q,89W 4690 979555•2 •56•3 265•6 
19 9 67 730 33 26•59N 73 53•2J'>'I 4613 979 ;537. 6 •56•6 260•0 
19 q 67 8QJ 3-, 23•35~ 73 55•27W 4592 979 ~i60 '9 • ;)5. 7 259•5 ... 
19 9 67 830 33 2Sh 89N 73 ~6·99w i+S67 979 ~)64•.3 •54•5 259•0 
19 9 67 90() 33 31•50N 73 58•73W 4::3'+1 979567•2 •53•8 257•9 I 
19 9 67 930 33 33•5oN 74 l•02W 1+~24 979369·3 •54•6 I 256tO 
19 9 (·}7 1000 33 35•41N 7'+ 3•6'tW 4498 9795'75•8 •5()•7 258•1 
19 q _, 67 1030 33 37•33N 74- 6•33W 4<+46 979575·3 •54•0 251•1 
19 9 67 1100 33 39•58N 74 9•'+6'.-i 4413 979577·8 •51p4 21.+8•5 
19 9 67 1130 33 41•54N 74 11•'+7W 4367 979~79·5 ·55•5 21+ 4 ~ 3 
19 9 67 1200 33 43•82N 7'+ 13t•+6W 4311 379:531•8 •56•3 239•6 
19 9 67 1230 33 46t53N 74 15•42W '+21;4 979586t7 •C:S•'+ 235•9 
19 9 67 1300 33 49•20N 74 17•45W 41'7C 9795o7•3 •58•2 228•0 
19 9 67 1330 33 51t74N 74 19•7JW '+'J76 979531•2 ·58•1 221•7 
19 9 67 1~.t00 33 54t3S~ 74 21•91~ 4017 979597.3 •55•4 220•3 
19 9 67 143:) 3J 57•12N 74 2it•OlW 3') 34 9796QQt3 ·55•8 21~•3 
19 9 67 1500 33 59•90N 7'• 26d1W 3296 979~01+•9 ·55•5 211,9 
19 9 67 1830 31+ t9e89N 74 38t14W 352'+ 979f~44 •l "'L~4tl+ 197•5 
19 9 67 1900 34 21,72N 74 40~361~ 3 1.+59 9796't5t7 •45•3 192•2 
19 9 67 1930 34 23•05N 74 42•51'r'J 34Q8 97961+6. 7 •45•9 1R8•0 
19 9 67 1950 31+ 23•97N 74 43•951~ 3350 979 61+ 4. 7 •49•4 180•6 
19 9 67 2030 31+ 27•24N 7'+ '+- 7. 17 w 32 '+7 J 79 6 '+2•8 ·55•7 167•2 
19 9 67 2100 3'+ 29•75N 74 49•51W 3190 979 6'+6 . 7 .. 55•4 163•6 
19 9 67 2130 34 32•5 1+N 71~ 51•521-<.' 3114 979 f·A At6 .. 59 • 3 151?•5 
19 9 67 2201 34 35•52N ]i+ :J3•53W 30<+0 979648•2 "'61•9 146•8 
19 9 67 2233 34 38~o5N 7'+ 55•02W 29 61+ 979647•7 •67•1 136•3 

I 
DATE a TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH OBSERVED FREE-AIR BOUGUER 
IN GRAVITY ANOMALY ANOMALY 
DAY MO YR. HOUR 
0 0 
METERS mgal mgal mgal 
21 9 67 · 1030 3S 30•90N 72 31•0SvJ 2677 979~91·3 •57•1 126•7 
21 J 67 1100 3 :~ 29•C4r~ 72 28~7ow 2735 9l9J91t7 •54•2 133•5 
21 9 67 1130 3 ,. -~ 2lf22~ 72 ?5•99w 2/'12 979983•1.+ •54•7 135•6 
f ' 21 
9 67 1230 3S 24•23N 72 22•221"1 2 i~21 979965·5 •53•2 140•5 
21 9 67 133,) ~~ c:Or6SI~ 72 13•26W 2910 979?85•4 •48•1 151•7 .j. 
?1 9 67 1400 3;) 18•59N 72 15•87W 2910 979)35·5 •45•1 154•7 
21 9 67 11+3 0 3o 16t01•N 72 13•75W ', 29 <tO 979932•5 "'44•2 157•6 
21 9 67 1500 33 l3• 1+7N 72 11•6oW 2~) 66 979~83t3 •39•3 16i.p3 
21 9 67 1530 33 10~67N 72 9•l'3W 2976 979)81·2 •37•8 166•5 
21 9 67 1600 3/o\ 7t86N 72 6•67W 2 :.189 979932·9 •32•0 173•2 
21 9 67 1630 38 5•03N 72 3•86W 2:397 979982·8 .. 27•9 177•8 
21 9 67 1700 3;~ 2•'+1N 72 1•2)1'/ 3~;33 979317·9 ·29•0 179•2 
21 9 67 1730 35 0•34N 71 59•4lW 3020 979'37]·9 •26•0 181•3 
21 9 67 1300 37 58•07N 71 57•43W 3C 11+ 'J79976t7 ·?.3•8 183•1 
21 9 67 1930 37 51•97N 71 51•57W 3C'+2 979973•1 ·18•'+ 190•'+ 
21 9 67 2ooo 37 '+9t78N 71 1+ 9. 12 w 3e;90 979972•8 •15•8 196•3 
21 9 67 2030 37 ~ 7 • 71+N 71 46•95~ 3l:n 979970•1 ·15•3 199•8 
21 9 67 2100 37 45•60N 71 I~ Itt 45 W 3175 979971•J ·11. 3 206•6 
21 9 67 2130 37 -+3 ~~ 2 6N 71 '•1•28~ 322~ 979'967·9 -11· 1 210•2 
21 9 67 2200 37 l.r1•05N 71 :38•16'.\ 3265 979J64t5 •11• 2 21'tt3 
21 t:'l 67 2230 37 39•26N 71 35 t1 hi 3jo7 979 960•7 ·12•4 218•0 .; 
21 9 67 2300 31 37•451-J 71 32t21W ) ;.d9 979354·2 "16•'+ 219•6 
21 9 6T 2330 3'7 35,62N 71 29' 33 1N 3:551 9/9 J .• 9 t 1 .. L~ • 6 225•1 
22 9 67 3:) 37 31•3411.1 71 22•83W 3731 979Jit3tl+ '"18•1 238•0 
22 9 67 100 37 29•12N 71 l9•33W 3~23 979J.39•7 ·18•7 244•1 
22 9 67 13o 37 27•18N 71 t5•o2W 3905 979 935tJ •19•7 248•3 
22 9 67 400 37 18•52f\: 71 1t68W '+001 979:317•2 •25•9 251+' 2 
22 9 67 '+3J 37 16,86N 70 59. 36\..J 4100 979J15•1 •23•4 256•0 
22 9 67 500 37 l5•22N 70 S7•38W 4 t11 979')J9·3 .. 28•4 253•8 
?2 9 67 53:) 37 13•64N 7C 55' 96\-i 1+130 979~08•1 ·27•6 255•9 
22 9 67 600 37 11•76N 70 5'+•39W '+1-+8 9799Jit t s '"23•8 235•9 
22 9 67 630 37 9•53N 7':) 52~ 66\-i 39o1 9l9JJ3t3 ·26•8 246•5 
22 9 67 700 37 7dON 70 5l•OSI'i It 192 979?02•<+ .. 21-+ t1 263•6 \ I 
22 9 67 73J 37 4•20~ 70 1+9•35~ It 211 979J00•6 ·2t•8 ' 2f7•2 
22 3 67 800 37 1•36N 70 48•1+9\'J ~+_?.30 979397•6 ·2C•4 270•0 
22" 9 67 830 36 58t67N 70 46•73W 4251 979S95•0 .. 19•2 272•6 
22 9 67 1300 3f, 42 • 11~ N 70 32t33W "+397 97936R•3 •22•1 279•7 
22 9 67 150rJ 3A 38•52~ 70 17•92\~ 4415 979365·7 •19•6 283•5 
22 9 67 1530 3~ 37•67N 7() 11+' 45W '+ it 3 2 979365•2 •18•6 285•6 
22 9 67 1600 . 36 36,72N 70 10•89W 4~30 979 ?:. 67·7 •15•0 239•1 
22 0 67 1630 36 35~60~ 70 7' 11~ vJ 1+'+40 9798~7·1 ·14•0 290•8 ,.. 
22 9 67 1700 36 31+ t 1~ 4 N 70 3' 31 \>I 4448 979S68•9 '"1C•3 295•0 
22 9 67 1730 3(~ 33•17N 69 5'J•21W 4463 979 :-;6?.•6 •3•9 297•4 
22 9 67 1300 36 32•01N 69 55· ~ 1-+2W 4 ''57 979363•1 -12•6 293•4 
22 9 67 1830 36 31•21N 69 52•58\>l 4469 979~60•1 " 14•4 292•3 
22 9 67 1900 36 30 e15N 69 lt9•1+6W 4:.94 9793 54t9 •13•3 2~0•2 
22 9 67 1930 36 28' 1+5N 69 ~5·72\-V '+ 1+ 90 9 7 9 ) 5 1+. 0 •16•6 291•6 
22 9 67 2000 36 26•95N 69 '+2•35'~ 4490 9 7 9 '3 1+ 9. 3 •19•1 289t1 
22 9 67 2030 36 25•86~ 69 39 • 71W 4460 9793'+3•3 ·13•5 ' 239•0 





DATE a TIME' LATITUDE LONGITUDE I DEPTH OBSERVED FREE-A IR BOUGUER 
IN GRAY ITY ANOMALY ANOMALY 
0 0 METERS ' mgo l DAY MO. YR HOUR mgol mgol 
22 9 67 2130 31S 23·571\i 69 32•~3W 1t l+ 0 4 3 79 s '+ 1+. 1 •19•4 2f8•4 
22 9 67 2230 3(, 21•20N 69 24~99W 4<t96 979339·4 •21•0 287•6 
22 9 67 2300 3S 20•07\J 69 21•37W , 4'+96 979S'+1•7 ·17•0 291•6 
22 9 67 2330 3?, 19•24\J ,q o~ 17t37W 4i+fs6 979539·7 '"17•8 29Qt3 
23 9 67 0 3(..., 18•35N 69 13•3()W '+5o9 9798'+2•6 •13•5 299t4 
23 9 67 3J 3"-' 17 d '+N I 69 8•86W 4550 979::141•1 •13•3 299•0 
?3 9 67 100 36 1!5,95N 69 lft49W 4:557 979'3J8e?- •14•0 298t8 
?.3 9 67 130 3{, l4•78N 69 0•3:Sw 4S90 9798.3?-. :~ '"12•1 303•0 
23 9 67 200 3t.. 13•59N 6!<. ·~ 56•291'1' 4596 9 7 9 '3 .3 1•. 3 •11tt8 300•7 
23 9 67 210 36 13tl8\J 6~ 55•03W 4590 979~34•6 •14• •3 3C0•8 
23 9 67 230 36 12•37~ 63 52•51W 4611 979<33'~·1 '"'13•6 3C2•9 
23 9 67 330 3(. ', 10• 1+5~ 68 1+ 4' 35 w 4638 979r'33•2 ·11•9 306•5 
23 9 67 40() 3? 9e71N 6S 4Qt33W 4650 979~30•1 •14•0 305•2 
23 9 67 430 36 8•93N 68 37•12"' 4673 979 ·~29' 1 '"13•7 307•0 
23 9 67 500 36 8•12~ 62 33•391'1 1+690 379S27d ·13•8 308•1 
23 9 67 53() 3f:l 7t231\; 6~ 28•68i'i i+ 711 979326·5 ·13•9 309•5 
23 9 67 600 -~I. ,j.' 6•34N 6.:?, 2 1+. oow 1+ 729 979~-'25•4 •13•7 31Q•9 
23 9 67 63J 3'> 5•37N 6d 19•82W 4745 979 ·~23•3 •lit. 2 311•5 
23 9 67 700 36 ,, ~ 3 3 'I 63 15•97~~ 4775 379~22•0 •14•3 313•5 
23 9 67 730 36 3•21N 62 12•62W 4794 9l9S23•2 ·11• 4 317•6 
23 9 67 800 36 2•21N 65 8•93W '+ ,<_ 7 2 97 9? 19. 1+ •13•9 320•5 
23 9 67 830 36 1•'+2\1 6g '+.59 w 4300 :n:H1·~·3 '"'13•7 315•8 
23 a 67 900 36 0 • 6 1+N 6·~ Ot3:3W 4771 ') 7 9: 15 I I~ ·1:J•5 312•0 "' 
23 9 67 930 33 :59 • 9'+ N 67 S6•S7'w '+ 7 27 979~13•0 .. 16•9 307•5 
?3 9 67 1000 :r :) 59,16ho 67 52•68W '+917 9 7 9 .~ 13.:3 •15•1 322•'+ 
23 9 61 1030 35 c;3t19N 67 48•55W '•' '63 9 7 9 ~  16 • 1+ ·11•0 317•7 
23 9 67 1100 35 57•111'. 67 44t61W 4906 979,)12·6 •13•5 323•2 
23 9 6'7 1130 3;: 55,83N 67 41!0 1) 1,>1 4J28 379~QC') I 5 •llp5 323•7 
23 9 67 1?.00 3'-.) 3'+t64N 67 37•50W '+9C6 379~09•2 -13•3 3?3•6 
23 9 67 1230 35 53•61~ 67 33. 93\'1 4-338 979s .y:~ • 0 -12•9 322•7 
23 9 67 1300 3j 52•58N 67 3Q•35W 4931 979~()5•'+ .. l 1+. 0 321~. 5 
2~ ·" 9 67 133:) 3'-") 51!23N 67 ?.6•191-i 4979 979303·8 ·13•8 328•0 ' 23 9 67 1400 35 I~ 9 '91+ N 67 22•30W 4'398 979·:<.01•4 ·14•4 328•7 
23 9 67 1 1~,30 33 48'8i+N 67 19,12\~ 5C29 '379;:;JO•O •llp1 331·1 
23 9 67 1500 35 47•71N 67 15•85W 5c60 ')79-~0l•d ·1o•7 336•6 
23 9 67 1530 35 1f6t30N 67 11•8JW 5122 9"/9 ,)vC • 1 ·1c,3 31•1 '3 
23 9 67 1f,OQ 35 1+5 'C 6N 67 7•'32\..J 5:)87 9 7 ') 791t. 7 ·1 1+' 0 335•2 
23 9 67 11S30 3~ ..., 41p 32N 67 '+•2:3w 5037 979789·7 •17•9 327t8 
23 ') 67 1700 35 43•35N 67 Qe1+7W so61 9797d9·9 •16•2 331•2 
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